Phase 1

Otterpool Park - Planning overview
§ Outline application submitted Feb 2019 – 8,500 homes, new
jobs, schools, health and community provision, as well as a
generous green spaces.
§ Since then the application has been through an extensive
period of public consultation and engagement with
stakeholders.
§ We have also been involved with promoting the allocation for
the new garden settlement through the Local Plan
Examination.

The Planning Process

The Planning Process – Next Steps
• The Tier 1 Outline Planning Application
will continue to be updated to reflect the
discussions that have and are taking
place later this year.
• As part of this update, we are keen to
share more detail around the first phase
of the new development.
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The Phase 1 Vision
• A high quality and distinct
identity built around the site’s
history.
• Close relationship to landscape
and water, making the most of
its setting.
• Well connected to
Westenhanger Station and the
wider town.
• A mixed community build
around culture, creativity and a
strong identity.
• A place for working and living.

A Town Centre that:
• Is the civic and community focus of the town.
• Is convenient - supporting the local
community’s everyday needs.
• Is a mixed use environment - providing a place
to live and work.
• Is highly accessible via sustainable and active
transport
• Is not in competition with other centres or
aims to become a shopping or leisure
destination.
• Is attractive for creative businesses.
• Successfully integrates art, culture and
creativity in every aspect of its life.

Urban design framework
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The Castle Park

Celebrating and promoting Otterpool’s heritage

Respecting and enhancing the unique landscape and
ecology

The Castle Park

Bringing people together - movement

Bringing people together – recreation and activity

The Castle Park

Phase 1:
• 2 x Primary Schools (2FE with expansion to 3FE)
• Community and Library space
• Health Centre
• Leisure Centre
• Space for working
• Space for eating, drinking and socializing
• Space for shopping
• Homes for many
• 22% of affordable homes
• Family homes
• Co-living
• Intergenerational living
• Self- and custom-built houses

Living and working in Otterpool Park
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Living and working in Otterpool Park

Playing cricket on
Saturday
Learning at the
Primary School

Meeting friends and
family in restaurants
and cafes overlooking
the lake
Visiting the Castle

Working in a mixed
use building

Traveling to the
coast or London

Living and working in Otterpool Park

The Mobility Vision
The vision for Otterpool Park encompasses
an all inclusive way of living, grounded in net
zero carbon principles. In practice, this
entails an integrated approach across
housing design, placemaking, energy and
transport strategies.
Inspired by the wider Otterpool Park vision,
the emerging transport and mobility policy
context and best-practice guidance, the
Otterpool Park transport masterplan design
will be guided by the following principles:

All mobility interventions

net
zero carbon

must be guided by

considerations

New mobility services must
be safe, sustainable,
convenient and widely
accessible to all, in support
of

low private car
ownership

Mobility that functions for

all Otterpool
Park users
and accommodates

their needs

Mobility Vision

Smart infrastructure
designed to ensure a

dynamic, inclusive and
efficient function

Street design that
recognises the

activities occurring
at each location

Mobility hubs will be
developed as a way of
improving access to key
services and underpinned
sustainable freight
movements

Data from new mobility
services must be shared
where appropriate to

improve choice

and the operation of the
transport system.

Walking, cycling and
active travel must
remain the best options for

short urban
journeys.

There must be

tailored provision of
mobility modes to
support the street
function
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Recognising TfSE's recent Transport
Strategy, a new people and place-centric
approach is necessary. More granular
scoping of transport components, flexibility
in design and a monitoring and evaluation
strategy will help to reach the best
outcomes.
Planning for vehicles - Historical approach to
transport planning with focus on private
vehicles supplemented by sustainable
transport interventions. This can lead to the
early and potential over-provision of
significant transport infrastructure that
could encourage a future of private car
ownership.
Planning for people - A user-centric
approach that considers the mobility needs
of future residents and visitors to Otterpool
Park from the start. The robust planning of
highway infrastructure could still be
provisioned for and only triggered by
carefully set thresholds for trip generation
agreed with the planning and highways
officers. The tailored provision of new
mobility options seeks to reduce the
reliance on the private car.
Planning for places - The vision and design
of the place is put ahead of the negative
impacts of accommodating dominant
private car infrastructure, aligning with the
needs of residents and visitors
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Mobility Vision - Planning for People and Places

Figure: Key On and Off Road Cycle Routes

Connectivity Throughout
All routes within the masterplan
should be appropriate for cycles

Urban Cycle Routes
Key internal routes providing
connectivity between parcels
and facilities

Green Routes

Routes with a more rural feel
offering alternative connectivity
and leisure opportunity

A20 Corridor
Connection to the wider
network for users travelling
outside of the masterplan
A20 Corridor
Urban Cycle Route
Rural Cycle (‘Green’) Route

Active Travel

All User Types Considered
Based on initial vehicle flows it would be expected
that all cycle routes on key links within the
masterplan would have a form of segregation
from vehicular and pedestrian traffic

Streets

Westenhanger
station
Proposed
Otterpool Loop
North to
adjacent Phase
Proposed bus services
(Otterpool North and
South Loops) to adjacent
Phase

Alternative bus route
alignment along
Stone St

Existing bus
services

Proposed Otterpool Loop North
Proposed Otterpool Loop South
Potential alternative alignment

Existing bus
services

Proposed Otterpool
Loop South to
adjacent Phase

Existing bus services
Existing rail station
Existing bus stop
Proposed bus stop
(co-located with mobility hubs)

Public transport

Existing bus
services

Existing bus
services
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! ensure that parked cars do not dominate the street
scene by providing a variety of parking solutions,
allowing buildings, landscape and public realm to
shine through.

dwellings within and around the town centre.

Fig. 5.53: A re
with and wit

A FLEXIBLE APPROACH TO PARKING

• Managing the car
• Relating parking level to accessibility
• Providing a variety of parking
approaches
• A flexible approach to parking

Parking Strategy

Most recent low- to medium-density residential
developments provide most parking within the curtilage
of each home (‘on-plot’) - typically in garages or on
driveways. This permanently fixes parking as space that
‘belongs’ to each dwelling. So - should car ownership
and use reduce in the future - this space will become
redundant. It would be up to each individual occupier to
decide what to do with this ‘left over’ space.
A more flexible approach would be to provide
a reduced amount of parking on-plot, with the

Fig. 5.52: On-street parking provides a flexible approach, enabling the street to

We propose a

three-tier

mobility hub strategy comprised
of…

2 x Primary Hubs to
support travel to and from the
development connecting to the
rail station and town centre

2 x Secondary Hubs to
accommodate internal travel
within the site connecting to the
primary school and parks

Mobility hubs are not ‘one size fits
all’ – tailor-made solutions need to
be created for each location,
considering type of components,
scale and
levels of service

Mobility Hubs will also include

non-mobility
components

to serve the community more
efficiently

Nearly

We undertook a survey of
representative households to
better understand the
opportunity for mobility hubs and
potential uptake…

Mobility Hubs

75%

of respondents are open to an ‘all
inclusive’ rental offer which could
include mobility bundles

3 x Community Hubs to
serve local residents within their
neighbourhoods

The most important factors when
considering how to travel was
“value for money”
and
“time efficiency”
for all trip purposes

44%

of respondents selected

“accurate and real-time
information”

as the main reason for using a
digital mobility application
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Mobility Hub Types
To accommodate the varying mobility
and community needs across the
development, a hierarchy of mobility
hub typologies is proposed. At this initial
stage, the following mobility hub types
are proposed for Otterpool Park, each
serving a different function. These are:
>

>

>

Primary Hubs will support travel to
and from the site, and will include
the provision of car barns
(consolidated parking), car club hire
opportunities, public transport and
demand-responsive transit stops.
Additionally, there will be ancillary
functions including parcel lockers,
co-working space and gyms in
adjacent land uses;
Secondary Hubs, accommodating
internal functions, is proposed to
include shared mobility hire
opportunities, public transport and
demand-responsive transit stops, as
well as supporting wayfinding, cycle
parking and seating facilities;
Community Hubs will serve local
residents in the neighbourhood,
providing access to first mile/last
mile micromobility services, parcel
lockers and Click & Collect points.
These hubs can also facilitate
community activities by including
parklets / bookable event space and
convenient retail in adjacent land
uses.

Primary Hub
Secondary Hub
Community Hub

Potentia
Potential
al additional
addition
community hub
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Mobility Hubs

Hennef

Queen Mother Square, Poundbury

Peverell Avenue, approach to Queen Mother Square, Poundbury

Verstaankatu, Tempere

Graz, Austria

Residential Mews
and Homezone

MAKING GOOD PLACES: DESIGN GUIDANCE
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Residential Mews
and Homezone

• 20mph design speed to be agreed
• Emphasis on pedestrians, cyclists and place
• Discussions with KCC and other stakeholders
ongoing
• Liaison with access groups and other stakeholders
regarding inclusive design in due course
• Design for buses and mobility modes, keep cycle
lanes continuous behind ‘floating’ bus stops
• Courtesy crossings design considered, allow for
signals to be added later if required
• Enclose junctions with key building and landscape
• Materials and detailing
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Fig. 5.23: Mobility hierarchy at
Otterpool Park - pedestrians and
cyclists have the highest priority
within the movement network.
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Fig. 5.23: Mobility hierarchy
at speed
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Street and public realm design
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Otterpool Park LLP

• Land Assembly
• Planning Permissions and other
approvals
• Infrastructure delivery
• Land Sales
Programme
• Adoption of Local Plan 2021
• Outline Planning Permission 2022
• Reserved Matters Permissions
2022 +
• On site 2023
• Completion of first Homes 2024

